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ALLEGED HACKER INDICTED IN NEW JERSEY FOR DATA BREACH
CONSPIRACY TARGETING GOVERNMENT AGENCY NETWORKS
NEWARK, N.J. – The New Jersey U.S. Attorney’s Office has charged an alleged hacker in
the United Kingdom with breaching thousands of computer systems in the United States and
elsewhere – including the computer networks of federal agencies – to steal massive quantities of
confidential data, U.S. Attorney Paul J. Fishman announced.
The federal indictment, filed in Newark federal court, charges Lauri Love, 28, of
Stradishall, England, with one count of accessing a U.S. department or agency computer without
authorization and one count of conspiring to do the same. An investigation led by the U.S. Army
Criminal Investigation Command-Computer Crime Investigative Unit and the FBI in Newark
revealed that Love allegedly illegally infiltrated U.S. government computer systems – including
those of the U.S. Army, U.S. Missile Defense Agency, Environmental Protection Agency and
National Aeronautics and Space Administration – resulting in millions of dollars in losses.
Law enforcement authorities in the United Kingdom, including investigators with the
Cyber Crime Unit of the National Crime Agency (NCA), announced today that they arrested Love
at his residence Friday, Oct. 25, 2013, in connection with an ongoing investigation by the NCA.
Love was previously charged in New Jersey by federal complaint, also unsealed in connection
with his arrest. He also is charged in a criminal complaint in the Eastern District of Virginia with
alleged conduct related to other intrusions.
“According to the indictment, Lauri Love and conspirators hacked into thousands of
networks, including many belonging to the United States military and other government
agencies,” said U.S. Attorney Fishman. “As part of their alleged scheme, they stole military data
and personal identifying information belonging to servicemen and women. Such conduct
endangers the security of our country and is an affront to those who serve.”
According to the indictment unsealed in Newark federal court:
Between October 2012 and October 2013, Love and fellow conspirators sought out and
hacked into thousands of computer systems. Once inside the compromised networks, Love and his

conspirators placed hidden “shells” or “back doors” within the networks, which allowed them to
return to the compromised computer systems at a later date and steal confidential data. The stolen
data included the personally identifying information (PII) of thousands of individuals, some of
whom were military servicemen and servicewomen, as well as other nonpublic material.
“Computer intrusions present significant risks to national security and our military
operations,” said Daniel Andrews, director of the U.S. Army Criminal Investigation Command’s
Computer Crime Investigative Unit. “The borderless nature of Internet-based crime underscores
the need for robust law enforcement alliances across the globe. We appreciate the bilateral support
of the National Crime Agency in bringing cyber criminals to justice.”
“This investigation shows the necessity and value of strong partnerships among law
enforcement agencies worldwide in the fight against cyber criminals,” said FBI Special Agent in
Charge Aaron T. Ford. “Cybercrime knows no boundaries, and without international
collaboration, our efforts to dismantle these operations would be impossible.”
Love and his conspirators planned and executed the attacks in secure online chat forums
known as internet relay chats, or “IRC.” They communicated in these chats about identifying and
locating computer networks vulnerable to cyber attacks and gaining access to and stealing massive
amounts of data from those networks. They also discussed the object of the conspiracy, which was
to hack into the computer networks of the government victims and steal large quantities of
non-public data, including PII, to disrupt the operations and infrastructure of the United States
government.
To gain entry to the government victims’ computer servers, Love and conspirators often
deployed what is known as a “SQL injection attack.” Structured Query Language is a type of
programing language designed to manage data held in particular types of databases; the hackers
identified vulnerabilities in SQL databases and used those vulnerabilities to infiltrate a computer
network. They also exploited vulnerabilities in a web application platform that some of the
targeted agencies used known as “Coldfusion.” Like SQL Injection attacks, this method of hacking
allowed the conspirators to gain unauthorized access to secure databases of the victims. Once the
network was infiltrated, Love and his conspirators placed malicious code, or malware, on the
system. This malware created a “back door” or “shell,” leaving the system vulnerable and helping
Love and the conspirators maintain access to the network.
The intrusions identified in the indictment are as follows:
Date
Oct. 2-6, 2012

Oct. 6, 2012
Oct. 6-9, 2012

Organization
Army Corps Engineer Research
and Development
Center
Army Corps
U.S. Army –
Network Enterprise
Technology

Location

Type of
Attack

Data Involved

Vicksburg,
Miss.

ColdFusion

demolition and disposal
of military facilities

Vicksburg,
Miss.
Aberdeen
Proving
Ground, Md.

ColdFusion

natural resource
management
PII (more than 1,000
individuals)
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SQL
Injection

Oct. 7,8, 2012

Oct. 9, 2012

October 2012

Dec. 23, 2012

Jan. 11, 2013

July 10, 2013

Jan. 3, 2013

Command
U.S. Army – Army
Contracting
command
U.S. military –
Plans and Analysis
Integration Office
U.S. Department of
Defense – Missile
Defense Agency
Army Corps Engineer Research
and Development
Center
U.S. Army War
College – Strategic
Studies Institute
National
Aeronautics and
Space
Administration
Environmental
Protection Agency
- Federal
Facilities
Environmental
Stewardship and
Compliance
Assistance Center

Redstone
Arsenal, Ala.

SQL
Injection

nonpublic competitive
acquisition bid data and
attachments
defense program
budgeting data

Aberdeen
Proving
Ground, Md.
not specified
in indictment

ColdFusion

ColdFusion

PII (more than 4,000
individuals)

Vicksburg,
Miss.

ColdFusion

not specified in
indictment

Carlisle, Pa.

ColdFusion

not specified in
indictment

not specified
in indictment

ColdFusion

PII of numerous NASA
employees

Newark, Del.

ColdFusion

non-PII personnel data

Love and his conspirators took steps to conceal their identities and illegal hacking
activities. To mask their IP addresses, the conspirators used “proxy” and “tor” servers to launch the
attacks. They also frequently changed their nicknames in online chat rooms, using multiple
identities to communicate with each other.
*

*

*

If convicted, the defendant faces a maximum potential penalty of five years in prison and a
$250,000 fine, or twice the gross gain or loss from the offense, on each of the two counts with
which he is charged.
U.S. Attorney Fishman credited special agents of the U.S. Army Criminal Investigation
Command - Computer Crime Investigative Unit, under the direction of Director Andrews, and
the FBI in Newark, under the direction of Special Agent in Charge Ford, with the investigation
leading to the indictment. Fishman also recognized the important work of the U.S. Department of
Defense, Office of Inspector General Defense Criminal Investigative Service, under the direction
of Special Agent in Charge Jeffrey Thorpe, Cyber Field Office; EPA Office of Inspector
General, under the direction of Michael Daggett, Deputy Assistant Inspector General for
Investigations; the NASA Office of Inspector General, Computer Crimes Division; and U.S.
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Department of Energy, Office of Inspector General, Deputy Inspector General for Investigations
under the direction of John Hartman, in this case.
The government is represented by Assistant U.S. Attorney Nicholas P. Grippo of the U.S.
Attorney’s Office Criminal Division in Trenton.
The charges and allegations contained in the indictment are merely accusations, and the
defendant is presumed innocent unless and until proven guilty.
Information on the charges in the Eastern District of Virginia can be obtained from the U.S.
Attorney’s Office for that district at 703-842-4050 or by email at usavae.press@usdoj.gov.
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